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The worldâ€™s most popular ninja comic just got bigger with this collection of Naruto

volumes!Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for audiences T  Containing volumes 4, 5 and 6 of Naruto!

In the Land of Waves, Naruto and his teammates Sakura and Sasuke, along with their sensei

Kakashi, struggle to protect the bridge builder Tazuna and his family from Gato's hired thugs. When

one of Naruto's friends falls in battle, Naruto is faced with the most difficult choice of his life. How far

will he go to protect his friends? And does he have what it takes to be a hero?
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I BOUGHT THIS ITEM FOR MY GRANDSON FOR CHRISTMAS. I LIKE THAT IT IS A 3-IN-ONE

EDITION AND THAT I WAS ABLE TO GET IT AT SUCH A GOOD PRICE. I DON'T THINK I

COULD HAVE FOUND THIS EDITION IN THE STORE AND I WAS REALLY HAPPY TO FIND IT

ON . I WAS ALSO GLAD TO GET FREE SHIPPING AND THAT IT ARRIVED IN PLENTY OF TIME

FOR CHRISTMAS.

I usually don't buy manga because I know that like anime, there will eventually be a box set or two

in a year. But these 590+ page books are tight. The covers are repetitive, but kind of cooler than all

of the originals combined. They take up less space too. Honestly, the lower price and space saving

were enough for me to give them a try. They really show you, by comparison to the anime, just how

the first years tend to merge 2 or 3 chapters in 1 full-fledged freakin' awesome episode. Really



makes you aware of all the filler and lack of quality that seems to affect our modern anime. Try it

out!

Vol.4 - Non-stop Ninja action as the three finish their mission and battle with Zabuza. Then back

home to training and they find out all three of them will be competing in the Chunin exam to move

up in rank. We meet some other contestants from other villages. All do not seem very nice at all!

(4/5)Vol. 5 - The competition begins but first some creepy short kid with a Beatles haircut and a

unibrow crushes on Sakura and fights to win/impress her. Adults is freaked. We meet more

contestants and get to them. There seems to be a nice one on a few of the other teams. Then off to

the first exam which stuns everyone by being intellectual. Book ends just at the start of the second

exam which seems like it is going to be brutal. (4/5)Vol. 6 - The second exam takes place in the

Forest of Death and only half of the teams will survive this one. Things turn deadly though as a

powerful being enters the Forest to play havoc with the apprentices. Lots and lots and lots of action,

while Sakura And Rock Lee experience the most character development. Rock turns out to be not

so creepy as he was when first introduced. Best of all is the introduction of a twisted villain with a

freaky long snake tongue. (3/5)

The paper is pretty thin but honestly it wasn't that bad. My only problem is that the spine is a little

too flimsy.Thought it did ship REALLY fast, I used general shipping and it got here in 2 days. I was

so happy and overall I love the book.

Wonderful book, right here! Now granted in can be violent and a tad sexual, if you're not gun shy,

then this will be an awesome fun story to get into. Now I don't say this to be egotistical, but I'm a

writer and can be critical. Kishimoto knows what he's doing. forget if you're a fan of manga, comics,

anime, ninjas, if you like good stories, get started on this. one of the best manga I've been reading.

I always wanted to collect Naruto books and these omnibus books make it that much easier to save

money doing it. Highly recommend it if you're a first time buyer of the series.

Great way to save money for your Naruto manga collection! The story of Naruto is great and has a

lot of passion and action!

Book was brand new and a great addition to my Naruto manga collection. It arrived promptly and in



great shape.
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